Abstract. In this paper a modification of spectral energy method of a linear observation model identification using data from geoinformation systems is described. Spectral energy method uses relation between energy spectra of original and output images. Original undistorted image is assumed to be unknown. The modification described in this paper supposes that boundaries of all image regions are known. It applies these boundaries to construct an image with energy spectrum similar to original undistorted one. The algorithm is considered in terms of remote sensing images, for which the boundaries of image regions can be presented as vector map data of the same territory and can be recieved from geoinformation systems.
Introduction
Linear observation model is often used to describe the process of image capturing in remote sensing systems. In many cases it is necessary to obtain an impulse response of distortion system using only observed image as input. This problem is called blind channel identification. There are several approaches to blind system identification, for example, solving convolution equation [1] , using assumption about some statistical properties of the input image [2] , estimating parametric models of impulse response [3] . The main disadvantages of these approaches are that they can not perform well with large images because of their computational complexity or instability in two dimensional case. It is seemed to be a good decision for remote sensing data to use earlier developed in [4] [5] [6] energy spectrum method of impulse response identification. The method allows to estimate smoothing impulse response in two dimensional case by means of calcula-tion of observed image autocorrelation function and energy spectrum. For large data volumes, which are typical for remote sensing data, required characteristics are statistically stable and there are fast algorithms based on Fourier transform, which allow to compute them effectively.
Energy spectrum method
In accordance with the linear observation model the relation between original image and distorted image is described as follows:
is statistically independent from signal white noise, N is image size. The model includes an assumption that impulse response is normalized:
Energy spectrum method is based on the relation between energy spectra of original and observed images [7] : In real remote sensing systems negative frequency response components corresponds to frequency values higher than maximum frequency presented in a periodic spectrum of sequence, because they are designed to take into account blur produced by detector and they have sampling step agreed with the blur size. Therefore, the following expression can be applied to estimate frequency response (2):
Impulse response can be obtained through inverse Fourier transform of frequency response. The method of impulse response identification using expression (3) is called as spectral energy method. The key issues of the method are how to estimate observed image energy spectrum, noise dispersion and energy spectrum of unknown undistorted image. To compute energy spectrum of observed image classical methods of digital spectral analysis can be used [15] . There also many methods for noise dispersion evaluation. In this study averaging of observed energy spectrum values correspond-ing to high frequencies was used, brief description of it can be found in [10] . The most interesting subproblem is estimation of unknown undistorted image energy spectrum.
2
Energy spectrum method using GIS data
The modification of energy spectrum method is a nonparametric method and it requires following assumptions to be legal:
1. The brightness of undistorted image for any image section is piecewise-constant function. This assumption seems natural for remote sensing images, since the objects on the Earth has clear boundaries. 2. The impulse response is smoothing and affects brightness only on the edges of regions with constant brightness levels.
It is known that the autocorrelation function properties are defined by the intensity of brightness leaps in each direction on the image. Estimation of undistorted autocorrelation function can be achieved from sharpened image with restored border information. Then such estimation can be used to compute undistorted energy spectrum. The fact, that remote sensing images represent a part of Earth surface, makes possible to use electronic map data about boundaries of the objects on the image. Geoinformation systems are the most widespread and well organized electronic map source. The common way to store objects' boundaries is a vector map, which includes a set of spatial coordinates for each object. Vector map can be transformed into raster with given accuracy. Then raster is used as boundary mask to construct piecewise-constant image with sharp edges from the observed one. Received image is used to get energy spectrum similar to energy spectrum of unknown original image. Further, it is assumed that noise dispersion is has been already estimated. Therefore, proposed modification can be written as follows:
1. Generate raster mask   by averaging of observed image pixels within the boundaries from the vector map: received on step 3. Compute energy spectrum of observed image. It should be calculated using observed image before interpolation. However, formula (3) supposes that both spectra have the same sampling step. To get energy spectra of observed image with smaller sampling step zeroes should be added in frequency domain. It corresponds to interpolation with sinc basis functions in spatial domain [7] . If the influence of other spectrum periods is low, an energy spectrum of sinc-interpolated signal with sampling step T takes the form: Interpolation of observed image on step 4 is required to provide boundaries more precisely. Borders accuracy is highly correlated with the energy spectrum estimation quality. To compute energy spectra on the stages 4 and 5 any standard method of digital spectral analysis can be applied [8] .
Experimental Research
The experimental research was made for set of mosaic images. Firstly, to model undistorted input image the images with fine sampling step were generated. Correlation coefficient of neighbor pixels for undistorted images equaled to 0.99. Raster masks of boundaries were obtained simultaneously with the original mosaic images and had the size of 4096×4096 pixels. After the original images set had been prepared the set of distorted images was constructed according to the linear observation model described above. Distortions were made with the following impulse response corresponding to the impulse response of MODIS sensor built in Terra and Aqua spacecrafts [9] :
where * * is a convolution,
. In our notation the parameters of the impulse response were 8     s w . Generated impulse response was used as etalon in comparison to the restored impulse responses. The sampling step of the impulse response was the same as for the fine images.
Finally, observed image was obtained as a result of convolution of etalon impulse response and original image, sampling with bigger sampling step than sampling step of original image and putting of independent "white" noise into final image. Observed images size was 512×512 pixels. Reconstruction was made with bilinear interpolation on the stage 2 with the step 0,125 and with parameter
The example of observed image is presented in fig.1 . The results of impulse response estimation in case of signal to noise ratio equal to 120 are shown in fig.2 . The error of impulse response restoration was estimated by normalized root mean square error: From table 1 it can be seen that in the error is less than 1%. So proposed method allows to reconstruct impulse response with high accuracy even in presence of noise with SNR value more than 15.
Conclusion
Experiments in our study show that proposed method can be applied to impulse response restoration in remote sensing images. The main advantage of the proposed method is that it allows to reconstruct impulse an response with sampling step smaller than the sampling step of observed image.
